Female social preference for males that have evolved via monogamy: evidence of a trade-off between pre- and post-copulatory sexually selected traits?
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When females mate with multiple males both pre- and post-copulatory sexual selections occur. It has been suggested that females benefit from polyandry when better-quality males are successful in sperm competition and sire high-quality offspring. Indeed, studies of experimental evolution have confirmed that sperm competition selects for both increased ejaculate quality and elevated offspring viability. Fewer investigations have explored whether these fitness benefits are evident beyond early life-history stages. Here, I used house mice (Mus domesticus) from selection lines that had been evolving for 25 generations under either polygamy or monogamy to test whether females preferred males from lines that had evolved with sperm competition. Males from the polygamous lines had previously been shown to achieve a fitness advantage under semi-natural conditions, deeming them to be of high genetic quality and leading to the a priori expectation that females would prefer males that had evolved with sperm competition compared with males that had not. Contrary to expectation, the data showed that sexually receptive females spent more time associating with males from the monogamous lines. This unexpected but interesting result is discussed in relation to sperm competition theory that predicts a trade-off between male investment in pre- and post-copulatory sexually selected traits.

1. Introduction

A male’s fitness is almost exclusively dependent upon his genetic quality. Males of the highest quality are expected to be successful in acquiring both mates and resources [1] and are predicted to be superior competitors in the post-copulatory arena [2]. Females have been shown to prefer to mate with males that exhibit high-quality secondary sexual traits, which leads to the production of offspring with good genes [1]. Elaborate traits may allow females to use cues in mate assessment, and usually reliably reflect condition-dependent male quality [3]. The females of many species rely on olfactory cues in mate quality assessment [4]. For example, in male house mice the frequency of urine scent-marking is associated with access to resources and territory defence [5].

The urine of male house mice contains major urinary proteins (MUPs), which function to mediate the release of pheromones [6]. Despite being costly to synthesize, MUPs have been detected at high concentrations within scent marks [6]. This inherent cost ensures that scent-marking is a reliable indicator of male quality, and male house mice are known to modulate their scent-marking display depending on their health condition and perceived mating opportunities [7]. Consequently, female house mice may use information in scent marks to gauge the quality of potential mates [8]. High-frequency scent markers experience greater reproductive success compared with low-frequency scent markers when females are given free choice [9], and odour preference tests have shown...
that females are more attracted to the scent of males that exclusively defend territories, and are more likely to interact sexually with these males, compared with males that are unable to exclude intruders from territories [10].

Females may also exploit post-copulatory mechanisms to acquire ‘good’ and/or compatible genes for her offspring. For example, when a female mates with multiple males, her reproductive tract functions as a selective arena whereby specific sperm haplotypes will be favoured via mechanisms of sperm competition and/or cryptic choice [11]. The good sperm hypothesis predicts that females mate with multiple males to incite sperm competition, allowing males of high genetic quality with increased competitive fertilization success to sire the offspring [2]. Recent support for this hypothesis has come from studies of experimentally evolving populations of house mice; males that had evolved with sperm competition were shown to have increased competitive fertilization success and sire embryos with increased viability over males that had evolved under monogamy [12,13]. Here, I assessed whether the increased fitness among males that had evolved with sperm competition was evident in their ability to attract mates. Thus, I compared males from selection lines that had evolved with and without sperm competition for biases in female preferences, and the rate of scent-marking.

2. Material and methods

(a) Selection lines
A detailed description of the experimental design and mating regimes of the selection lines is provided elsewhere [14]. Briefly, four monogamous and four polygamous lines were established and maintained for 25 generations. In the monogamous lines, males (18) and females (18) mated with a single partner so that 36 individuals contributed to each generation. In the polygamous lines, the same three females mated with the same three males, such that 18 females but potentially fewer than 18 males contributed to each generation. Animals were randomly selected from three monogamous and three polygamous lines and used in this experiment (figure 1).

(b) Female preference test
To assess whether females show a preference for males with either a monogamous or polygamous selection history, a series of tests were performed using a preference apparatus ([15]; described in the electronic supplementary material). Females were monitored for oestrus condition via inspection of the vaginal tissue; a method proved to be reliable for predicting female receptiveness [16]. Only females deemed to be in oestrus were used in preference tests. Five females from three monogamous and three polygamous replicate lines were used. Males in each monogamous–polygamous testing pair (15) were matched for body weight. Males and females from the same replicate line were not used in the same test.

Preference tests were conducted under a red light during the hours of the dark phase when mating typically occurs [14]. The males were placed in the apparatus for a 30-min acclimation period. Following this, a female was placed in the third chamber for a testing period of 60 min. The animals were continually observed during the testing period, and female behaviour was scored as either (i) a male association or (ii) neutral.
Urine marking frequency of males from the monogamous (30) and polygamous (30) selection lines was measured as detailed in the electronic supplementary material [17].

3. Results
(a) Female preference test
I used a GLM with a logit link function and a binomial error distribution to analyse variation in female preferences based on female selection history. Time spent with the ‘monogamous’ male was included as the response variable, and time spent with both males was included as the binomial denominator in the GLM. As the data were overdispersed, the dispersion parameter was estimated from the scaled deviance. Thus, I present $F$-tests rather than $\chi^2$. The analysis revealed that there was no effect of female selection history on the proportion of time spent with the monogamous males ($F_{1,28} = 0.750$, $p = 0.394$).

I performed a nested ANOVA on the time spent with each male to assess whether females showed a preference towards males with different selection histories. The analysis revealed that females spent more time associating with males from the monogamous lines ($30.4 \pm 2.0$ min) compared with males from the polygamous lines ($24.6 \pm 2.0$ min) ($F_{1,4} = 10.969$, $p = 0.029$; figure 2; full model: electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(b) Male scent-marking rate
Although there was a significant effect of body weight on male marking frequency, there was no difference between males from the monogamous ($54.6 \pm 4.2$ cm$^2$) and polygamous ($50.9 \pm 4.7$ cm$^2$) selection lines (electronic supplementary material, table S2 and figure S3).

4. Discussion
The reproductive success of males largely depends on the outcome of female mate selection [1] and sperm competition when females choose to mate with multiple partners [11]. Experimental populations evolving under a polygamous regime have provided evidence that sperm competition is a persuasive force influencing both the evolution of the sperm traits and the genetic quality of offspring [13,18]. Few studies have explored whether fitness benefits associated with polyandry are evident beyond an early life-history stage.

I assessed differences in pre-copulatory processes of house mice from selection lines that had evolved with and without sperm competition. Previously, it had been shown that males from the polygamous lines produced embryos of increased viability, leading to increased litter sizes [13,14]. It was concluded that the enhanced male fitness was likely attributable to sperm competition and the removal of deleterious mutation loads, and/or selection for ‘good genes’ [14]. These results lead to a priori expectation that females would prefer males that had evolved with sperm competition versus males that had evolved under a monogamous regime. Indeed, when released into free-ranging enclosures and forced to compete for mates, males from the polygamous lines experienced high reproductive success at the expense of ‘monogamous’ males (sired 80% of the offspring [19]). In this study, I was unable to directly examine mating preferences and behaviour. However, I did find that sexually receptive females spent more time associating with males that had evolved under a monogamous regime, and it is
possible that this social preference, which contradicted expectation, forms the basis of a mating preference [10]. If this is the case, and if female house mice experience greater fitness returns when they reproduce with a preferred versus a non-preferred mating partner [20], why would females exhibit a preference for males that are ostensibly of inferior quality?

Sperm competition theory predicts that there will be a trade-off between male investment in traits associated with mate attraction and those that influence the competitiveness of the ejaculate [21]. Negative relationships between secondary sexual traits and ejaculate quality have been reported among different taxa [22,23]. It is known that males from the polygamous lines had evolved to produce competitively superior ejaculates characterized by high sperm numbers and greater sperm motility [12,14]. Thus, an elevated investment in traits that ensure success in sperm competition could have traded-off against investment in pre-copulatory sexual traits. It has been shown that high-status male mice invest more in scent marking [17]. Here, while body size accounted for variation in the frequency of male scent-marking, there was no difference among individuals from the different selection lines. However, there is the potential that scent quality differed among males that had evolved under different selection regimes. The position of males side-by-side in the preference arena would have allowed for protracted interaction between males via chemical cues. If males from the monogamous lines were able to produce higher-quality scents, or scent mark more frequently in the ‘presence’ of a rival male, then they would be preferred over males that had evolved with sperm competition. Alternatively, or additionally, variation in male ultrasonic vocalization could have influenced female social interest and inspection behaviour [24,25]. The ability of ‘monogamous’ males to better attract females could explain why they gained paternity representation in close 50% of litters that were produced in free-ranging enclosures [19]. However, the ultimate success of males that had evolved with sperm competition suggests that high-quality ejaculates provide a greater fitness return than investments in pre-copulatory traits [19]. Future research will directly explore trade-offs between pre-copulatory traits (e.g., scent qualities and ultrasonic vocalizations) and ejaculate qualities in house mice.
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